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Lesson 1:  Generating Ideas:  Topics

• Please take out a piece of paper and a pen or pencil.  Please write 
your name, date, class, and title at the top of the paper.

“Generating Ideas:  Topics”

• On the next few slides you will be asked a series of questions to help 
you generate ideas for possible essay topics.  Please answer to the 
best of your ability and use complete thoughts and complete 
sentences. We will have time to share responses and take class notes 
follow each prompt.  



Part 1:  Current Events and Issues

1. List and briefly explain two to three issues or events that 
affect the global community (Global).

2. List and briefly explain two to three events or issues that 
affect the United States (National).

3. List and briefly explain two to three events that affect our 
state, region, or local community (local/regional)

• Five minutes to create a master list of topics (events and 
issues).  Please take notes.  



Part 2:  Inventions, Products, and Ideas

1. List and briefly explain two to three inventions (can include a 
process or way of doing things) that are important to you, your 
community, or the greater society at large.

2. List and briefly explain two to three products that are 
important to you, your community, or the greater society at 
large.  

3. List and briefly explain two to three ideas or concepts that are 
important to you, your community, or the greater society at 
large.

• Five minutes to create a master list of topics (events and issues).  
Please take notes.  



Part 3:  Sports and Leisure, Sciences, and Social 
Sciences, and the Arts

1. Please make a brief list of things you do in your leisure time.  This can 
include sports or exercise, hobbies, topics of study, or things you do for 
entertainment.  Please provide a brief explanation of each.  

2. Do you have a particular interest in any of the sciences?  This can include 
physical (earth) science, biology, physics, astronomy, chemistry, 
engineering, or any other branch of the sciences. Please provide a brief 
explanation of each topic.  

3. Do you have a particular interest in any of the social sciences or the arts?  
This can include particular times or events in history, language arts, or 
any of the fine arts (painting, drawing, acting, film, etc.).  Please provide 
a brief explanation of each topic.  

• Five minutes to create a master list of topics (events and issues).  Please 
take notes.  



Final Task and Conclusion of this Lesson

REMEMBER:  You will be conducting research and writing a report on 
your selected topic.

• Please take some time to look at your list of generated ideas.  

• When you are ready, circle three possible topics you may choose to 
investigate for your essay.  

• Write those topics at the bottom of your lesson notes.

• When have completed this task, please show your work to your 
instructor for credit.  



Lesson 2:  Essay Self Reflection

• Directions:  Please make sure the rubric and a copy of your completed essay 
is on your desk.  Please take out a separate sheet of paper and a pen or 
pencil.  Please write your name, date, and title at the top of the paper:

“Reporting Essay: Self-Reflection”

• On the next two slides you will be asked to complete a series of tasks and 
answer questions about your essay.  Please answer the questions honestly 
and to the best of your ability.  

• Following the Q & A session, we will participate in a read-around session.  
We will read each others essays until there are five minutes left in class.

• Lastly, you will staple your reflection to your essay and turn it in to the box in 
the back of class.  



Self-Reflection Tasks :

1. Please make sure the hard copy of your essay is on your 
desk.  You can use the rubric to help guide you through this 
part of the lesson.  

2. Underline or highlight your thesis statement.  (one color)

3. Choose a second color and highlight all of your direct or 
paraphrased quotes, including the in-text citation.  

4. Choose a third color and highlight all of the connections 
(why is the evidence important? How does it CONNECT to 
your thesis?)



Self Reflection Questions:

1. If you had more time, what would you add to or change in your 
essay?  Please be specific.

2. What is the strongest part of your essay?  Please be specific.

3. In what areas of essay writing do you still need to improve?  Please 
be specific.  

4. Please explain your proficiency with conducting research.  Use this 
specific essay to help answer this question (process).

5. Did you include direct quotes (evidence) in your essay?  Were they 
effective and did they help support your thesis?  Please explain.

6. On a scale of 1-100, please assign yourself a grade.  Please provide a 
rationale for your grade.  



Read Around—Colleagues Sharing Work
• Now that you have completed your reflection, you will share your work with and 

read the work of your colleagues.

1. Trade essays with another student.  

2. Read their essay in its entirety.  Pay close attention to their thesis statement and 
evidence.

3. Then answer the following for them:
• Do they have a clear thesis?
• Did they effectively use direct quotes?
• Did they connect the evidence to the thesis statement?

4. Provide two positive comments.  Be specific, not general please.

5. Trade papers again.  Repeat this process until there is five minutes left in class.  

• At the completion of the read around, turn in your essay, self-reflection, and rubric 
to your instructor (box in back of room).  Thank you!!


